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Abstract

Drives and motivations assist in natural action selection
through temporarily focusing an agent’s behavioural attention
on particular problems, thus escaping problems of dithering
between goals. In artificial systems and models, durative-
state-based mechanisms for action selection like emotions and
drives have sometimes been neglected altogether in favour of
planned or reactive control, or sometimes have been based
on simple level-based mechanisms. A more biologically-
appropriate and control-theoretic approach is to use latches,
however these can prove inefficient in a dynamic environment.
In this article we show that making latches flexible through
appraisal-based sensitivity to interruption can drastically im-
prove their efficiency. We demonstrate a simple extension of
an established action-selection approach to trigger reassess-
ment of the current focus of behaviour. We show contexts in
which flexible latching provides advantage in terms of time
saved pursuing necessary homeostatic drives like eat, thus al-
lowing the agent to pursue desired secondary goals such as
socialisation and reproduction.

Keywords: action selection; drives; goals; efficiency; home-
ostasis; modularity.

Introduction
In evolutionary systems, the fitness of an organism (agent) is
judged by its ability to reproduce. The rate of reproduction is
dependent upon the agent’s ability to reach a fertile age. Sur-
vival is facilitated by numerous skills, all of which themselves
require both time and energy, and it is clear that an agent that
possesses more efficient behaviour management should fare
better. Clearly, any agents must ensure that consumptionary
behaviours (i.e. feeding) have a positive energy intake (that
is, the energy spent must be less than the energy acquired)
but they must also have the ability to store excess energy
that may be used to pursue non-consumptionary behaviours.
The same principles apply to other, non-consumptionary be-
haviours that require a degree of satisfaction. For example,
social behaviours like grooming promote long-term survival
by facilitating group living, and as such seem to be supported
by drives similar to those for feeding (Dunbar, 1993; Ko-
rstjens, Verhoeckx, & Dunbar, 2006).

This paper presents a comparative study of three different
mechanisms for allowing agents to satisfy their needs. We
focus in particular on a potential inefficiency that may occur
when an agent attempts to acquire excess satisfaction. We
propose that if an agent is interrupted at any stage during this
period, a choice needs to be made whether or not to continue

with the current activity or whether to attend to other, possibly
more relevant behaviours. Persistence avoids the inefficiency
of dithering between two goals, while flexibility in this can
avoid the inefficiency of pursuing a goal beyond reason. We
present and evaluate a mechanism that achieves this at a min-
imal cognitive cost. We simply add the ability to detect po-
tentially relevant interruptions. This triggers a reevaluation of
priorities already present in the agents’ action-selection sys-
tem. Although quite simple, this system is akin to at least one
theory of conscious attention (Norman & Shallice, 1986).

Method
Basic Action Selection
The agents are specified using the behaviour-oriented design
(BOD) methodology (Bryson & Stein, 2001), a system that
produces layered or hybrid agents consisting of (1) modules
that specify details of their behaviour and (2) dynamic plans
that specify agent-wide, cross-modular prioritisation. Ac-
tion selection is carried out using these parallel-rooted, or-
dered slip-stack hierarchical (POSH) dynamic plans (Bryson,
2003). A single POSH plan was used to specify the priorities
of all agents tested here. The plan, shown in figure , assumes
4 basic behaviours:B1 to B4. The top level of the plan hi-
erarchy (thedrive collectionis checked at every time step,
and the first element whose trigger is true is executed. All
but behaviourB4 further contain a sub-plan (called acompe-
tence) also containing elements each of which with their own
trigger. Competences maintain decision memory and control
behaviour until they either terminate, pass control to another
child competence, or the main drive collection takes control
back for a higher-priority problem.

The first two behaviours, which are of the highest prior-
ity, represent consumptionary behaviours, such as eating or
drinking. These behaviours fulfill vital needs without which
the agent would die. BehavioursB3 andB4 are of lower prior-
ity which means they are only considered for potential execu-
tion if B1 andB2 are not triggered. BehaviourB3 represents
grooming (but could equally well be mating) which requires
two agents to interact with one another. A final behaviour
(B4) serves as a default behaviour and should always be trig-
gered (exploring in this case).

The primary focus of this investigation is on behavioursB3

and especiallyB4. B4 is the lowest priority behaviour and may



(
(SDC life (goal (s_one_step (s_succeed 0)))

(drives
((dead (trigger((s_is_dead 0))) a_stay_dead))
((drink (trigger((s_wants_drink))) c-drink)

(eat (trigger((s_wants_food))) c-eat))
((groom (trigger((s_wants_to_groom))) c-groom))
((explore (trigger((s_succeed))) a_explore))

)
)

(C c-groom (goal ((s_succeed 0)))
(elements

((has-no-target (trigger((s_has_groom_target 0)))
a_pick_groom_target))
((not-near-target (trigger((s_is_near_groom_target 0)))

a_move_to_groom_target))
((default-groom (trigger((s_succeed)))

a_groom_with_target))
)

)

(C c-eat (goal ((s_succeed 0)))
(elements

((has-no-food (trigger((s_has_food 0))) a_pick_food))
((not-near-target (trigger((s_is_near_food_target 0)))

a_move_to_food))
((default-feeding (trigger((s_succeed))) a_eat))

)
)

(C c-drink (goal ((s_succeed 0)))
(elements

((has-no-drink (trigger((s_has_drink 0))) a_pick_drink))
((not-near-target (trigger((s_is_near_drink_target 0)))

a_move_to_drink))
((default-feeding (trigger((s_is_near_drink_target)))

a_drink))
)

)
)

Figure 1: The POSH plan that determines priorities
for the agents: the drive collection (SDC) is called
at every time step and its elements checked in order:
{B1=eat,B2=drink},{B3=groom},{B4=explore}. The first el-
ement whose trigger is true is executed. Equal priority ele-
ments are checked in random order. Primitive actions start
with ‘a ’, primitive senses with ‘s’, subplans start with ‘c’.

only be executed if all higher priority behaviours are managed
efficiently. It is relatively easy to ensure that behavioursB1

andB2 are executed continuously and although this ensures
the survival of the individual agent, it would eventually cause
extinction of the agents as a whole as vital behaviour such as
breeding would not occur.

Each behaviour is composed of numerous elements, some
of which may be classified ashelper actions. In the case of
feeding, the helper actions would be ‘locating food source’
and ‘move towards food source’. Theconsummatory action
would correspond to ‘eat’ and it is that action that should be
executed most frequently.Dithering, rapidly switching be-
tween goals, results in helper actions being performed exces-
sively. Each behaviour has one such action which will be
denoted asBa

i . Thus, it is not only desirable to be able to
follow all behaviours, but, at the same time, the execution of
consummatory acts should be maximised, and that of helper
actions minimised.

Agents and State
Each behaviourBi is associated with a module, which in-
cludes a single-valued internal state∆Si . The agents live in
a discrete-time world with dimensions of600× 600 pixels.
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Figure 2: Drive state associated with each behaviour is used
to make decisions regarding the behaviour’s execution. Refer
to text for an explanation of the thresholds.

At every time-step, all drive-associated states are decreased
by si−. If a behaviour is vital to the agent’s survival, death
is imminent once∆Si < 0. For each behaviour we define a
thresholdt i

t such thatBi is triggered if∆Si < tt . OnceBi is
triggered, the agent executes the actions associated with that
particular behaviour. The behavioursB1 andB2, for exam-
ple, correspond to activities that increase the agent’s energy
(eating or drinking): the agent first locates an energy source,
moves towards the energy source (at a speed of 2 pixels/time
step) and consumes the source once in close proximity. The
consumption of energy raises the agent’s internal state bysi

+.
Clearly we must ensure thatsi

+ À si− as otherwise all agents
would eventually die. We have choose the same values for all
behaviours:s+ = 1.1 ands− = 0.1. This gives a net energy
gain ofs= = 1 when eating or drinking.

All lower-priority behaviours may only be executed ifB1

and B2 are satisfied. What it means for a behaviour to be
“satisfied” depends upon the implementation of the agents’
action selection — the basis of this paper.

Conditions

We use three different action selection mechanisms and eval-
uate their impact on the energy management of the agent. The
thresholds discussed here may be found in figure 2.

Unlatched In the basic model, once∆Si > tt , the drive ter-
minates. As the drive is triggered when∆Si < tt , the time
spent at the energy source is expected to be relatively short
(although this is not necessarily true in the case of multiple
equal-priority behaviours). Furthermore, no excess energy is
stored and the behaviour is triggered again very shortly after
it is satisfied1. When there are multiple vital behaviours, the
agent will oscillate between them. Even if there is only a sin-
gle consumptionary behaviour, the agent will spend its entire
time in close proximity to the energy source.

1The maximum possible excess energy in this case given the val-
ues ofs+ ands− is 0.9 which will last for 9 time steps.



Strict latch In the latched models, the agent only termi-
nates the drive onceSi > tl where tl ≥ tt . Now, the agent
has an energy reserve of(tl − tt)/s− time steps before the
behaviour is triggered again. If all high-priority drives are
latched in this way and the latch is sufficiently large (see next
section), the agent is able to eventually follow lower-priority
drives. This form of latching is very inefficient, however,
if the agent inhabits a world where unexpected interruptions
may occur. If an agent is almost finished with one activity but
gets interrupted, the agent will continue to pursue this activ-
ity independent of other, lower priority needs. For example, a
grooming agent whose partner has left might pursue another
partner for five minutes when only another five seconds of
grooming would satiate it. This is true even if∆Si ' tl and
hence this form of latching is referred to as strict.

Flexible latch If the agent is able to detect interruptions, the
interruption could trigger a decision that determines it subse-
quent activities. This decision could be conscious, but here
we simply relax the latching by using another thresholdti
wherett ≤ ti ≤ tl . There are two types of interrupts. The
first type occurs when the source of satisfaction is depleted or
otherwise removed (e.g., a grooming partner does no longer
want to groom). The second type of interrupt is caused by
higher priority drives that are triggered. In this second case,
the current activity is interrupted for the duration of that drive.
In case the interruption occurs when∆S< tt , the behaviour
resumes naturally once the interruption has finished. In ei-
ther case it might be possible to select equal-priority drives
according to urgency, but here if more than one drive is trig-
gered the latched control is assigned randomly.

Threshold Selection
The previous section has discussed numerous different
thresholds that require initialisation and the choice of param-
eters is crucial to the outcome of the simulation. First, it
should be noted that the flexible latch is simply a generali-
sation of the strict latch, which in turn is a generalisation of
the unlatched technique:

Flexible latch tt , tl , tl
Strict latch ti = tl , tt
Unlatched ti = tl = tt

There are two primary points of interest: survival and ef-
ficiency. The survival of the agent crucially depends on the
choice oftt . Efficiency refers to the agent’s ability to pur-
sue all its behaviours, not just high-priority ones, and de-
pends on the choice oftl . In order for an agent to survive,
any vital behaviour must be triggered such that the agent has
enough energy to approach the energy source (locating an en-
ergy source can be done in a single time-step and is subse-
quently excluded from the following discussion):

t i
t ≥ Ei

r (1)

where Er is the energy required to reach the source:
(dmax/dmov)× s−, wheredmov is the distance an agent can

move in a single time step anddmax is the maximum possi-
ble distance an agent can travel2. If there aren equally vital
behaviours,tt has to be adjusted accordingly:

t i
t ≥

n−1

∑
i=1

(
Ei

r +Ei
c

)
+Ei

r (2)

whereEc is the energy required to raise the energy level to
the appropriate level:

Ei
c =

t i
l −Si

si
=

(3)

The latch, on the other hand, has to be set such that enough
energy is stored to pursue all vital needs:

t i
l ≥ t i

t +
n

∑
i=1

(
Ei

r +Ei
c

)
(4)

Any excess energy is subsequently devoted to the other,
lower-priority behaviours. The latch necessarily affectsEc

as now more time is spent at the energy source (a difference
of tl − tt ). Interruptions drastically alterEc and the energy
required to satisfy a latched behaviour givenm interruptions
is:

Ei
c =

m

∑
j=1

E j
r +E j

c (5)

At each interruption, the agent should in theory decide
whether it is worth pursuing the currently executed behaviour
(i.e. if there is a positive or negative energy ratio). Usu-
ally sufficient knowledge to make an informed decision is not
available because of the complexity or indeterminacy of the
environment. Nature selects for agents with appropriate or at
least adequate thresholds; here we test a range of values forti
in our particular simulations, described next.

Experiment and Simulation Details
Our experiments are in two sets. The first set usessim1, a very
well defined setup that allows a great degree of control over
all aspects investigated, particularly frequency of interruption
(see Figure 3(a)). The second set usesim2 (Figure 3(b)), a
more realistic simulator where interruptions are caused by the
dynamics of the environment itself.

In both simulations, there are 5 identical agents. Further-
more, sim1 positions the energy sources such that they are
maximum distance from one another. In this simulation, we
exactly control the number of interruptions an agent is ex-
posed to throughout the execution of a single behaviour. Once
an agent is interrupted, it is forced to consider an alternative
energy source (it is not allowed to remain at the current one).

The second simulation is more realistic and is used to ver-
ify the results obtained from the first set of experiments. In

2The theoretical maximum in this case is simply√
width2×height2/2 ≈ 424 and it would take the agent a

maximum of 424/2=212 time steps to reach the target, consuming
212×0.1 = 21.2 units of energy.
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(b) more realistic environment

Figure 3: The two simulation environments used to test the overall efficiency of the agents: a completely controlled scenario (a)
where energy sources are maximum distance apart and interruptions are externally induced, and a more realistic scenario (b)
where agents and energy sources are placed randomly.

sim2, energy sources are scattered randomly across the world.
Each energy source has a certain load that depletes as an agent
consumes it. Once depleted, the energy source vanishes, but,
at the same time, a new energy source appears elsewhere in
the world. The load of any energy source has a maximum of
c = 50 units and depletes bye− = 2 units if consumed. All
energy sources gaine+ = 1 units per time step.

The experiments are executed over 15 distinct trials. Each
trial executes the simulation for 5000 time steps. All internal
states are initialised such thatSi = tt , thus all behaviours are
triggered immediately once the simulation begins. At each
time step, the agent may execute a single action. The re-
sults are simply the number of times each action has been
executed, averaged over all agents and trials. In all cases, a
two-tailed t-test is used to test for significance with a con-
fidence of 99.995%. In all caseswe chose the following
threshold settings:tt = 200 and tl = 300. This means an
agent has energy worth200/s− = 2000time steps once a be-
haviour is triggered. The latch provides excess energy for
(300−200)/s− = 1000time steps.

Results

Controlled Environment: Sim1

The first experiment compares the unlatched version with the
strictly latched one. The results are shown in table 1. The
data confirms that in the unlatched case, dithering prevents
the agent from pursuing any of the lower priority behaviours.
The latch effectively solves this problem, although only if the
latch is sufficiently large. A latch of size 10 does increase
the activity of behavioursB1 andB2 but does not allow for
the lower-priority behavioursB3 andB4 to be executed. Once
the latch increases in size, so does the activity of the lower-

priority behaviours. This result is not surprising and the data
indicates that larger latches are preferential. There are nu-
merous examples in the animal kingdom where animals can
survive without food for extended periods of time.

none latched Significance
action 0 10 50 100 0-10 10-50 50-100

Ba
1 443 452 478 494 * * *

Ba
2 443 452 479 498 * * *

Ba
3 0 0 454 468 *

Ba
4 0 0 1414 2037 * *

Total 886 903 2824 3498

dead 0 0 0 0

Table 1: Comparing latched and unlatched behaviours: a
latch, if sufficiently large, allows the agent to pursue the
lower-priority behavioursB3 andB4.

The next experiment investigates the apparent inefficiency
of strict latching once an agent is confronted with interrup-
tions.The data for this experiment is summarised in table 2.
Even in the case of a single interruption, the frequency of con-
summatory actions executed drops significantly. The right-
most column in the table compares the performance of a latch
of size 100 with 0, 1, 3 and 5 interruptions and the differences
for the lower-priority actions are almost always significant.

The final experiment usingsim1 determines the perfor-
mance of the flexible latch using the same settings as in the
experiment before. Here, different values for the interme-
diate thresholdti are tested. The value ofti is denoted as
the percentage of the latch itself. If, for example,tt = 100
andtl = 120, a 25% would indicateti = 105. The results are
shown in table and a setting ofti = tt seems most successful.



10 50 100 Significance
action 1 3 5 1 3 5 1 3 5 0-1 0-3 0-5 1-3 3-5

Ba
1 458 442 420 478 481 462 519 504 508 * * *

Ba
2 454 441 429 474 481 455 521 512 519 * *

Ba
3 0 0 0 277 1 0 468 421 1 * * * *

Ba
4 0 0 0 95 0 0 1119 57 0 * * * * *

Total 912 882 850 1324 962 917 2627 1493 1028

dead 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 2: The performance of the agents given latches of size 10, 50 and 100 and interruptions of frequency 1, 3 or 5. This is
compared to the case without interruptions (0) as shown in table 1.

However, as shown in table 3, the differences are usually not
significant. Nevertheless, such a setting is preferential as it
allows to simply the flexible latch by effectively eliminating
ti . Comparing the flexible latch to the strict latch shows a sig-
nificant improvement in at least one action for any number of
interruptions tested (compare table 2 with table ; significance
is indicated in the rightmost column of table 3).

Figure 4 shows graphically how the ability to detect inter-
ruptions improves the agent’s overall efficiency. The graph
plots the number of time steps spent executing the actions of
interest given different frequencies of interruption. Further-
more, as a reference value, the unlatched and uninterrupted
latched case are also shown. It is evident that the strict latch
degrades quickly, possibly exponentially. The flexible latch,
on the other hand, degrades linearly.
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Figure 4: A graphical comparison of strict and flexible latch-
ing (∑4

i=1Ba
i ). The top and bottom lines refer to the latched

but uninterrupted and unlatched cases and are shown as ref-
erence values.

Random Environment: Sim2
The previous results showed that insim1, latching is neces-
sary to allow an agent to execute lower-priority behaviours,
and that it is best to allow aborting a latched behaviour if in-
terrupted. We now examine these results in a system with a

more “natural” setup usingsim2, where the timing and fre-
quency of interruption depends on the dynamics of the envi-
ronment itself.

Table 4 compares all three implementation onsim2. The
overall results are similar to before. Nevertheless, there are
some striking differences. Now, a latch of size 10 is suf-
ficient to generate at least some frequency of execution for
behavioursB3 andB4 and there is no difference whether the
agent is able to detect interruptions. Once the size of the latch
increases, flexibility creates a significant difference for be-
haviourB4 but notB3.

Discussion and Conclusions
The results forsim1show the utility of latching in the con-
dition where there is a significant cost of switching between
goals, and of flexible latching when there are large latches and
frequent interruptions. The results forsim2show that when
goal opportunities are more randomly and frequently avail-
able, there is little selective pressure for additional mecha-
nisms.

We have presented a relatively simple way to introduce
flexible latching into an autonomous system and presented an
initial analysis of how to set appropriate thresholds. The com-
pletely unlatched condition may seem unrealistic, but several
well-known “reactive” architectures have added latching only
as an afterthought, and then to be handled with rather in-
elegant exception mechanisms (Rosenblatt & Payton, 1989;
Connell, 1990). Others assume latching can be handled by
intelligent planning (Bonasso et al., 1997), which is a rather
high cognitive load. In general, reasoning about time and dis-
tant rewards is difficult for strictly symbolic systems (Ainslie,
2005). There have been surprisingly few recent attempts
to propose general-purpose architecture features for homeo-
static control, those that do tend to represent hormone levels
in detail (Vargas et al., 2005). The mechanism demonstrated
here is simple to implement and incorporate into standard
module-based agent architectures.
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1 3 5
action 0% 25% 50% 75% 0% 25% 50% 75% 0% 25% 50% 75%

Ba
1 499 491 489 501 490 491 496 496 482 487 482 495

Ba
2 492 490 496 503 483 487 491 496 488 485 493 497

Ba
3 481 476 479 481 475 479 469 455 474 470 462 437

Ba
4 1723 1689 1528 1312 1458 1342 1059 651 1222 1150 880 495

Total 3195 3146 2991 2797 2906 2799 2516 2098 2666 2592 2318 1923

dead 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 3 5 Significance
0-25 25-50 50-75 0-25 25-50 50-75 0-25 25-50 50-75 1-1 3-3 5-5

Ba
1 * *

Ba
2 * * *

Ba
3 * *

Ba
4 * * * * * * * *

Table 3: The performance of the agents using a flexible latch of size 100 and different values ofti for a frequency of interruptions
equal to 1, 3 and 5. Also, the statistical significances for this table. The right-most column compares the strictly and flexibly
latched implementation (latch size 100) for different frequencies of interruptions.

unlatched strict latched flexible latched Significance
action 0 10 50 100 10 50 100 10-10 50-50 100-100

Ba
1 451 454 470 500 454 466 468 *

Ba
2 452 454 475 490 455 466 469 * *

Ba
3 0 178 365 452 154 423 471

Ba
4 0 71 264 689 22 704 1289 * *

Total 903 1156 1574 2131 1084 2058 2697

dead 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 4: Comparing the unlatched, strictly and flexibly latched implementations insim2using latch sizes of 10, 50 and 100.
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